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I wish to appreciate H.E the President for championing environmental conservation
which will preserve our country’s posterity and heritage. I acknowledge the KWTA
Board of Directors for coordinating conservation of Water Towers. Finally, my clarion
call to all the stakeholders is to collaborate in concerted efforts towards conserving and
protecting our Water Towers.

Mr. Keriako Tobiko, CBS, SC
Cabinet Secretary
MINISTRY OF ENVIRONMENT AND FORESTRY
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Remarks by the Principal Secretary
Water Towers are critical ecosystems which ensure continuous recharge
of aquifers, sustenance of river flow as well as maintaining micro-climatic
conditions in the hinterland. They are sources of water for domestic use,
irrigation, industrial and recreational purposes. Unfortunately, these
ecologically fragile ecosystems face myriad threats and challenges such
as encroachment, population pressure, forest fires, land degradation,
invasive and parasitic species, resource use conflicts, poor infrastructure
and poor enforcement of laws and regulations.
To uphold the ecological functions of our Water Towers, the Ministry
of Environment and Forestry is advocating and championing for their
restoration and conservation. Key among them is implementation of the
National strategy to achieve and maintain 10% tree cover by 2022. This will require collaboration from all
key stakeholders. There is also a need to enhance conservation capacity of rural communities, in addition
to other creative and innovative solutions.
Water Tower Status Report details the condition of The Water Tower, highlights the issues they face as
well as proposed intervention measures. The information provided in this report is crucial for decision
making in sustainable management of Water Towers.
I therefore take this opportunity to recognize the efforts of Kenya Water Tower Agency in developing this
publication. The Ministry of Environment and Forestry is committed to ensure conservation of our Water
Towers. I look forward for collaboration by all stakeholders in implementing the recommendations made
in the report.

Dr. Chris Kiptoo, CBS
Principal Secretary,
MINISTRY OF ENVIRONMENT AND FORESTRY
Coordinated Water Towers Conservation
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Foreword
Kenya Water Towers Agency (KWTA) through its mandate provides
a coordination role in conservation, rehabilitation, protection and
sustainable management of Water Towers in the Country. This is
achieved by bringing on board strategic partners and stakeholders in
the National Government, County Governments, Non-Governmental
organizations, private sector, and local communities.
The Agency undertakes periodic assessment of the condition of our
Water Towers and publishes in the Status Reports, which are key for
decision making. Gwassi Hill Water Tower Status Report provides a
road map for the implementation of proposed intervention measures
for identified threats and challenges. This will ensure restoration and conservation of this
ecosystem. In addition, KWTA is working with the County Government of Homabay to promote
the adoption of biogas as alternative source of energy in households.
I acknowledge the support the Agency is receiving from the Government through the
parent Ministry of Environment and Forestry under the leadership of the Cabinet Secretary
Hon. Keriako Tobiko. I further call upon collaboration from all stakeholders and partners in
conserving The Water Towers. The KWTA Board of Directors is committed towards successful
implementation of the recommendations in this report

Dr. Julius Malombe, PHD
Chairman, Board of Directors
KENYA WATER TOWERS AGENCY
Coordinated Water Towers Conservation
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Executive Summary
This Status Report provides detailed assessment on the status of Gwassi Hills Water Tower. It
outlines the changes that have taken place in The Water Tower for the purposes of establishing
trends and determining the genesis of degradation of The Water Tower. Intervention measures
to reverse the negative trends have been addressed as well. Assessment of the ecosystems
services, the socio-economic activities and community interactions with The Water Tower
have also been highlighted.
Gwassi Hills Water Tower is located along the shoreline of Winam Gulf of Lake Victoria in
Homabay County. It comprises of 24 hills and covers a total area of 37,233 ha, where 4,841
ha is under the gazetted forest. It lies within Lake Victoria South drainage basin. It is the main
catchment for River Misare, Olambwe and Taronegi that drain into the trans-boundary Lake
Victoria. The Water Tower has 35 springs, of which 27 are permanent and 8 seasonal. These
rivers and springs are the main sources of water for domestic, irrigation and industrial use.
The Water Tower has montane vegetation that is restricted at the summit of the hills. It is
also adjacent to the Ruma National Park that is home to the endemic and endangered Roan
Antelope.
Agriculture and fishing are the main sources of livelihood for people living in this Water
Tower. However, due to increased population pressure and declining land sizes the local
communities also rely on The Water Tower resources to supplement their income. This has
led to encroachment, illegal logging, rampant charcoal production, forest fires, overgrazing,
quarrying and sand harvesting. Weak enforcement and institutional capacity as well as eroded
cultural values on forest conservation has exacerbated the degradation levels experienced
in Gwassi Hills Water Tower. The resultant impact has been drying up of rivers and springs,
flooding, increased landslides and reduced crop productivity.
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To reverse the degradation trends in this Water Tower, an implementation plan with an
indicative budget of KES 725 Million has been developed with the following proposed
intervention measures:
1. Community sensitization and awareness on importance of conservation of The Water
Tower and create ownership
2. Reclamation of encroached areas and boundary re-establishment
3. Rehabilitation and reforestation of degraded areas
4. Promotion of agroforestry within private farms
5. Strict enforcement and institutional strengthening which are key in sustainable
management and protection of The Water Tower.
6. Implementation of the Gwassi Hills Ecosystem Conservation Plan
7. Promotion of sustainable land management practices
8. Promotion of alternative livelihood programs such as bee keeping, bamboo
establishment and conservation farming to reduce the pressure from The Water
Tower.

Coordinated Water Towers Conservation
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Definition of Terms
Water Tower
Water Towers are elevated geographical areas comprising mountains, hills, and plateaus where the
topography, geology, soils and vegetation support reception, retention, infiltration, and percolation
of precipitation and storage as ground water, that is eventually released through springs, streams,
rivers, swamps, lakes, and oceans to sustain connected biodiverse ecosystems and is harnessed for
use.
Watershed
An area or ridge of land that separates waters flowing to different rivers, basins or seas
Drainage Basin
It is an area of land where all water that falls on that land flows into one river
Drainage system
The pattern formed by streams, rivers, and lakes in a particular drainage basin
Landcover
Is the physical material on the surface of the earth
Land use
Refers to human activities/foot prints on the surface of the earth
Land Use and Land Cover Changes
Changes that occur in land use and land cover over time based on satellite imagery analysis
Land Use and Land Cover Trends
Transitional changes in land use and land cover over a period of time
Coordinated Water Towers Conservation
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Buffer
An area of specified distance around a forest (in this case 5 km from the edge of the forest)
Geographical Information Systems (GIS)
Is a system designed to capture, store, manipulate, analyze, manage, and present geographical data
Remote Sensing
Process of obtaining data without being in physical contact with the object, as applied mainly by
space satellite in acquiring satellite imagery of the earth from space
Global Positioning System (GPS)
Is a network of orbiting satellites that send precise details of their position in space back to earth
and are used to provide position on the earth surface
Ecosystem services
Are the many and varied benefits that humans freely gain from the natural environment and from
properly-functioning ecosystems
Ecosystem values
Measures the importance of ecosystem services to people
Total Economic Valuation
It is a tool for determining the benefits of an environmental system to people by assigning monetary
value to all ecosystem goods and services
Plantation Establishment Livelihood Improvement System (PELIS)
Scheme ran by Kenya Forest Service (KFS) to help increase forest cover and restore degraded forests
in the country whereby Forest Adjacent Communities (FAC) are allocated plots to inter plant tree
seedlings and crops and care for seedlings until they form a canopy
xx
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River flow
Volume of water flowing on a stream at a given time
Biodiversity
The variety of plant and animal life in the world or in a particular habitat, which is usually considered
to be important and desirable
Endemic species
These are plants and animals that exist only in one geographic region.
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1.0 Introduction
A Water Tower is an elevated geographical areas comprising mountains, hills, and plateaus
where the topography, geology, soils and vegetation support reception, retention, infiltration,
and percolation of precipitation and storage as ground water, that is eventually released
through springs, streams, rivers, swamps, lakes, and oceans to sustain connected biodiverse
ecosystems and is harnessed for use. Water Towers are multi-functional and provide significant
ecosystem services that are important for the livelihoods, hydrology and biodiversity of the
surrounding communities and the wider region in which they occur.
Kenya Water Towers Agency (KWTA) has gazetted 18 water towers in the country including
the five major ones: Mau Complex, Mt. Kenya, Aberdares, Cherangany and Mt. Elgon (Figure
1.1). Through its coordination mandate, there are more than 70 ecosystems that have been
proposed by stakeholders as waters towers (Table 1.1)

Water is the most critical resource issue of our lifetime and our children’s lifetime.
The health of our waters is the principal measure of how we live on the land.
By Luna Leopold
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Figure 1.1: Gazetted Water Towers in Kenya
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Table 1.1: Proposed Water Towers by the various stakeholders
Kajiado County
Ngong hills
Namanga hill

Nyamira County
Manga hills
Sironga wetland

Emali hills

Machakos County

Meru

Embu

Machakos hills

Imenti hills

Kirimiri hills

Kibauni hills

Ngaya hills

Kiang’ombe hills

Baringo County

Kisii

Tugen hills

Nyangweta hills

Kanzalu hills

Maparasha hills

Matetani hills
Iveti hills

Homa Bay

Nyeri County

Gwassi hills

Karima hills

Elgeyo Marakwet

Oldonyo Sabuk
Kilifi County
Mwangea hills

Tumutumu hills

Sameta hills

Kiamacheru hills

Taracha hills

Nyara hills

Nyacheki hills

Nyeri hills

Elgeyo hills

Makueni County
Makuli hills
Mbooni hills

Turkana

Taita-Taveta

Loima hills

Taita hills
Kasigau hills

Nthangu hills
Nzaui hills
Makongo hills

Nakuru County
Subukia
escarpment

Nandi County

Narok

Lamu County

Mt. Suswa

Lake Kenyatta

Kibirong swamp
Kingwal swamp

Kilungu hills
Mbui Nzau hills
Yekanga hills
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Migori
Maeta hills
Magaimuya hills
Taragwiti hills
Laikipia
Mukogodo hill

Nyandarua County Kitui County
Mutito hills
Maungu hills
Endau hills
Kavonge/
Museve hills
Kajiado County
Mutuluni hills
Nguruman
Mumoni/
Escarpment
Ngaikuyu hills
Kyawea hills
Mutha hills
Nuu hills

Water towers influence every aspect of the
economy including agriculture (irrigation),
energy (hydropower), tourism (wildlife),
urban development (water supply) and
industry (water supply). Protection and
conservation of these important ecosystems
continues to face a number of challenges
such as rapid population growth whose spiral
effects include increased land fragmentation,
encroachment on ecologically sensitive
areas and over exploitation of declining
natural resources within The Water Towers
ecosystems. The result has been adverse
environmental impacts such as drying up of
rivers, dams and springs; loss of biodiversity
and changes in micro-climatic conditions
(Figure 1.2).
4
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Kiambu
Kikuyu
escarpment

Uasin Gishu
Leseru Swamp

West Pokot.
Chebuko/
kamalegon
Karasuk hills

Figure 1.2: Causal Loop Diagram Illustrating Threats
Facing The Water Tower. Note: The positive (+) sign denotes an

increasing effect while the negative (-) sign denotes a decreasing effect)

1.1 Water Tower Status Reports
Coordination of water tower ecosystem heath and resilience in Kenya will require provision of
current information on the status of water towers. The information provides indication on the
temporal and spatial changes in The Water Tower while identifying the level of degradation and
the causal factors. Further, it will assist government and non-government stakeholders to identify
priority measures for safeguarding the health and resilience of the ecosystems. Finally, The Water
Tower status information is crucial for formulation of ecosystem conservation plans and community
development action plans that will facilitate coordination of stakeholders by KWTA for the protection
and conservation of water towers.
KWTA undertakes periodic assessment of The Water Tower ecosystems and publishes the findings
in status reports disseminated to key stakeholders for information and action. Consequently,
KWTA prepared the status report for Gwassi Hills Water Tower. The overall focus of the report is to
provide key information on the status of the target water tower for informed decision making and
sustainable management by government and all other stakeholders.
The specific objectives are to:
i. Establish the location, size and bio-physical attributes;
ii. Analyze land use and land cover changes between 1990 and 2018;
iii. Establish hydrological attributes for the critical water catchment areas;
iv. Establish socio-economic status and livelihoods of the surrounding communities;

“Life depends on water, the reservoir depends on you.”
From best slogans for save water awareness and scarcity

Coordinated Water Towers Conservation
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v. Identify and map critical water catchment and biodiversity hotspots for conservation and
rehabilitation;
vi. Identify key threats against conservation and protection of The Water Towers;
vii. Identify stakeholders and their functions in the conservation and rehabilitation of The Water
Towers and;
viii. Recommend appropriate measures towards conservation and rehabilitation of The Water
Towers.

1.2 Methodology
1.2.1 Socio-economic Data Collection
Socio-economic data was collected to understand and bring out interaction between the local
communities and The Water Towers. The data collected would also inform the alternative livelihood
programs to be implemented to reduce local community’s dependence on The Water Tower natural
resources.
This set of data was collected through administration of questionnaires. The respondents were
stakeholders with the mandate of managing water towers resources as well as those living within The
Water Tower. Focused group discussions were also held at the location level to collect information
from communities living in The Water Tower.
The population density map was generated based on 2009 demographic data. Actualdensities were
computed using ArcGIS and displayed as chloropleth map at sub locationlevel.

“We spend billions of dollars looking for life on other planets and spend trillions
killing this one” Adopted from 40 clever environmental slogans, posters and quotes
6
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1.2.2 Land Cover and Land Use Assessment
Multiple analytical methods were used to study and interpret Land Cover and Land Use (LCLU)
changes and explore the drivers and socio-economic impacts over time and space. Geographic
Information System (GIS) and Remote Sensing (RS) techniques were used to carry out LCLU
assessment (Figure **). Classified LCLU from the satellite imagery using Random forest classifier
were validated using ground truthing points collected during fieldwork. The LCLU changes in The
Water Towers were determined by undertaking image differencing of 1990 image with the latest
classified image using ERDAS Imagine software and statistics tabulated as conversion matrix using
Microsoft Excel.

Figure 1.3: Process of mapping land cover and land use in The Water Tower

1.2.3 Assessment of Degradation Status
In order to determine degradation levels, LCLU maps were overlaid with slope data using weighted
overlay in ArcGIS. The weight of influence was set to range between 1-3 where by ‘1’ has little or no
influence on degradation and ‘3’ has the highest probability of being degraded. The overall weights
of influence for the two datasets were set at 60% for the land cover and 40% for the slope. This
means an area with less vegetation cover and steep slope has high likelihood of being degraded and
the same area provides opportunity for rehabilitation. The degradation map was validated using
ground truthing data which included GPS points of gullies and areas where trees have been cleared.
Coordinated Water Towers Conservation
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Gwassi Hills Water Tower
Key Highlights
• Located on the Kanyamwa Escarpment along the
southern shoreline of Winam Gulf of Lake Victoria in
Homabay County covering 37,233 ha that includes
4,841 ha under a gazetted forest
• Annual average rainfall is 700-1200 mm
• The rainfall pattern is bimodal, with short rains
occurring between September-December and long
rains March-May
• Important catchment area for three main rivers;
Misare, Olambwe and Taronegi that drain into transboundary Lake Victoria in addition to approximately
35 springs out of which 27 are permanent and 8
seasonal
• The dominant
candelabrum.

floral

species

• The local communities
subsistence agriculture

was

practice

Proposed
Interventions
• Sensitization and
awareness creation

Euphorbia

fishing

• Reclamation and boundary
re-establishment

and

• The total population in 2009 was 89,127 people with
an average population density of 154 persons per
square kilometer
• In 2018, the dominant LULC in the gazetted forest
boundary was forestland (41%) and in the buffer zone
was cropland and grassland each at 44%
• The area under forestland in the gazetted forest
decreased by 369 ha between 1990 and 2010 then
increased by 902 ha from 2010 to 2018. In the buffer
zone, grassland increased by 4,447 ha between 1990
to 2000 then decreased by 10,967 ha between 2000
and 2018 while cropland decreased by 3,743 ha
between 1990 to 2000 and increased by 8,626 ha by
2018.

Threats
and Challenges
• Encroachment for
agriculture and settlement
• Illegal logging

• Rehabilitation and
reforestation
• Strict enforcement and
institutional strengthening
• Promotion of sustainable
land management practices
• Promotion of alternative
livelihood programs

• Charcoal production
• Eroded cultural values
• Forest fires
• Weak law enforcement
• Overgrazing
• Quarrying and sand
harvesting
Coordinated Water Towers Conservation
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Maize farming within the buffer zone © KWTA

Dried river due to degradation in The Water Tower © KWTA
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2.0 Geographical Location
Gwassi Hills Water Tower (also known as Usengere Hills) is located on the Kanyamwa Escarpment
along the shoreline of Winam Gulf of Lake Victoria in Homabay County (Figure 2.1). The Water
Tower falls within Suba South and Suba North sub-counties. The total coverage of The Water Tower
is 37,233 ha that includes 4,841 ha of the gazetted forest. It comprises of a series of 24 hills in 7
administrative locations (Table 2.1). The hills have an undulating terrain that rises from an altitude
of 1,000 m above sea level at the shores of Lake Victoria to 2,275 m at the peak of Gwassi forest.

Figure 2.1: Geographical Location of Gwassi Hills Water Tower.

I have never seen a river that I could not love. Moving water... has a fascinating vitality. It has power
and grace and associations. It has a thousand colors and a thousand shapes, yet it follows laws so
definite that the tiniest streamlet is an exact replica of a great river. By Roderick Haig-Brown.
Coordinated Water Towers Conservation
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Table 2.1: Series of Hills Making up Gwassi Hills Water Tower
Location

Name of the Hill

Gwassi central

Gwassi East

Gwassi West
Gwassi North

Kaksingri West
Kaksingri East

Kaksingri West and East

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

Kinchororio Plateau
Oma
Koro/Nyabukuro
Sajweru
Homa
Mangisia
Mirare
Kwirathia

9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
21.

Riabare
Kisaku
Malombo/Koyombe
Musoko
Kibanga
Nyabwacheche
Kumwara
Mwinganda
Mumbegi
Sururwe
Kung’anga
Kumuruga
Nyabunano & Musare

22. Nyamrisra
23. Sumba/Nyadenda
24. Rangwa

Source: OSIENALA (Friends of Lake Victoria)
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2.1 Climate
Gwassi Hills Water Tower has a hinterland equatorial climate modified by altitude and proximity
to Lake Victoria. Annual average rainfall over the hills is 700-1200 mm with approximately 60%
reliability. The rainfall pattern is bimodal, with short rains occurring between September-December
and long rains March-May (Figure 2.2). The rains are more reliable in the high-altitude zones than
along the lakeshore because the lowlands adjacent to the lake form a rain conventional shadow.

Figure 2.2: Gwassi Hills Average Monthly Rainfall.
Coordinated Water Towers Conservation
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The lowlands are dry and have only one cropping season while those around the hills are wet with
possibility of two cropping seasons. The Water Tower is divided into two major agro-ecological
zones namely; an upper marginal coffee zone suitable for coffee and maize production; and a lower
midland zone for millet, cotton and livestock production (Jaetzold et al., 2006).

2.2 Hydrology
Gwassi Hills Water Tower lies within Lake Victoria South drainage basin. The Water Tower is an
important catchment area for River Misare, Olambwe and Taronegi that drain into trans-boundary
Lake Victoria (Figure 2.3). Streams from South-eastern and North-eastren side of the ater tower
flows into Olambwe River which passes through the Lambwe Valley. These streams are Korigi,
Muchacha, Misembe, Nyawacha, Rare, Sokro-Nyadenda, Rono, Ogano, Omugusii, Nyalala, Gera
and Magama. Ogono and Nyalala are seasonal rivers.
Other minor rivers draining into Lake Victoria from The Water Tower include Samba, Kimira, Mumisa,
Suruwe, Nyenga, Omwonyodero, Rwanchoro, Ruambori, Musare, Uterere, Nyagwethe, Kisaku,
Kiseme, Aoch Kuoyo, Nyabwechacha, Ohabichabi, Kibuye, Sibiro, Aram, Nyakiangacha, Nyamiyaya
and Kogoto.
There are 35 springs within the Water Tower, of which, 27 are permanent and 8 seasonal (Appendix
I).
Continuous deforestation in the area has affected these rivers and springs leading to drying up and
reduction of water volume in some of the springs, rivers and streams leading to water scarcity.
Other changes experienced in these rivers are increased water turbidity from soil erosion due to
deforestation, reduced river volume during dry season, flooding during wet season, rivers carrying
down large boulders during rainy season that destroy properties and change in the river course.

14
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Figure 2.3: River Network in Gwassi Hills Water Tower

2.2.1 River Flow Analysis
Between 2000-2016, the daily discharge pattern for River Omugusii was unstable due to fluctuation
in river’s discharge occasioned by changes in precipitation, temperature, evapo-transpiration, and
drainage basin characteristics. The minimum average daily flow was 1.49 m3/s and maximum of
2.59 m3/s recorded in 2004 and 2013 respectively.
Coordinated Water Towers Conservation
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River Omugusii also showed a high level of flows above base flow (Q50), suggesting a contribution
from precipitation. There was positive trend in the river flow (0.031), indicating an increase in flow
with time. The flow duration curve showed that the discharge equalled or exceeded the base flow
with a median flow of 1.52m3/s (Figure 2.4).

Figure 2.4: Annual Average Discharge for Omugusii River

River Omugusii is mainly recharged by runoff and sustained by the perennial groundwater storage.
Figure 2.4 indicates an increase in daily discharge signifying increase run off due to deforestation
activities within The Water Tower hence increased river low velocity and reduced infiltration.

Water is the one substance from which the earth can conceal nothing; it sucks out its
innermost secrets and brings them to our very lips.
By Jean Giraudox
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Section of Lake Victoria that falls within the Water Tower © KWTA
Coordinated Water Towers Conservation
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Water Flowing through Farms due to Flooding of Rivers © KWTA

2.3 Biodiversity
2.3.1 Flora
Gwassi hills has a seasonal montane forest
which is restricted to the summit of the hills with
deciduous species. The dominant floral species
is Euphorbia candelabrum, which often attains
a height of 10m forming a dense continuous
canopy that suppressed undergrowth. The
hills also has various grass species that include
Hyparrhenia fillipendila, (common in the stony
clay soil of the upper slopes of Gwassi hill),
Themeda triandra and Setaria spacelata.
Other plant species in The Water Tower include
18
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Balanites aegyptica, Acacia drepanolobium,
Acacia seyal, Acacia seberian, Acacia pennata,
Acacia
polycantha,
Euclea
divinorium,
Allophyllus alnifolium, Mystroxylon aethlopicum,
Balanites aegyptiaca, Olea africana, Catha
edulis, Acokanthera schimperi, Albizia coriara,
Terminalia brownii, Prunus africana, Grewia
bicolar and Rhus natalensis. Common shrubs
included Scutia myrtina, Maytenus senegalensis
and Scolopia spp. The herb stratum is dominated
by Sansivaria and Aloe spp. Prunus africana is
listed as a vulnerable species in the IUCN Redlist
thus requiring protection and conservation.
Some of these plant species are declining in
numbers due to over-exploitation included

Balanites aegyptica, Grewia bicolar, Rhus
natalensis, Lannea schweinfurthii, Albizia
coriara, Prunus africana, Catha edulis and
Bondo

2.3.2 Fauna
Gwassi Hills Water Tower is a habitat for
various fauna such as Roan antelope (Endemic),
warthogs, porcupines, wild pigs, dik dik, hare,
baboons, civet cat, gazelles, bush-backs,
leopards, hyena and velvet monkey, snakes,
owl, reedbuck, waterbuck. The Roan antelope
is an endemic species and is only found in Ruma
National Park.
The birds include crows, honey bird, King fisher,

wood pecker, guinea fowl, swallow, eagle,
weaverbird, condor and African cockoo.
These species have declined in numbers due
to hunting for bush meat and animal skin;
human-wildlife conflicts; habitat destruction,
encroachment and cultural beliefs. Owls are
killed because culturally, they are believed to
bring a bad omen.

2.4 Ecosystem Services
Gwassi Hills is an important ecosystem to the
surrounding communities and region due to
provision of various ecosystems goods and
services. The hill is a catchment for rivers,

Roan antelope © KWTA
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streams, springs and underground aquifers that
are major sources of water for domestic use and
fishing contributing to improved livelihoods. For
instance, majority of the population (51.4%)
gets its water from rivers, 13.1% from springs,
12.2% from taps, 9.3% from boreholes, 1.9%
from water company, KWTA and 0.9% from Lake
Victoria and dams (KWTA, 2019).
The Water Tower is a habitat for wildlife
which has enhanced tourism and ecotourism
activities within the region which has provided
a livelihood to the people. Some of the major
tourism attraction sites include Ruma National
Park and Homa Hills. Other eco-tourism sites
include Bwigae, Muruthare, Kirario, Kwiganda,
Kwirondo, Mwaramungusa, Siringiti, Kirambo,
Kwiratha. Kungagnga, Kiboye, Sagero, Kumuruga,
Kumwara, Kassamnyore and Sindo. The Water
Tower also has a potential of being the leading
destination of western tourism circuit due to
presence of rare and endemic species of Roan
Antelope, cultural activities and Lake Victoria.
The hills contribute to climate regulation
through carbon sequestration, rainfall regulation
and creation of micro-climate that supports
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agriculture and fishing activities in the area.
Gwassi Hills contributes to food security by
providing climatic conditions which support
agricultural activities. Local communities
intercrop maize, beans, sweet potatoes with
young agroforestry trees within The Water
Tower. Besides agriculture, it also provides
pasture for grazing of animals. These include
cattle, sheep and goats which have been kept
for meat or dairy production.
Furthermore, charcoal, firewood, timber and
construction materials are also derived from
The Water Tower. The most preferred tree
species for these products are the Acacia
polycantha, Balanites aegyptiaca, Ficus spp,
Euclea divinorium, Olea africana and Acacia
abyasinica (Appendix II). The local communities
depend on The Water Tower for herbal medicine
for common ailments such as headaches,
malarial fever and stomach problems; as well
as traditional rituals such as rainmaking and
cleansing rites.

Maize farm within the buffer zone in Gwassi Hills Water Tower © KWTA
Coordinated Water Towers Conservation
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Harvested using a locally made boat, fish from Lake Victoria © KWTA
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2.5 Socio-economic and
Community Livelihood
The local communities living around Gwassi
hills practice subsistence farming, livestock
rearing and fishing. Approximately 89%
of the population practice agriculture for
consumption and income generation (KWTA,
2019). Crops grown include sorghum, maize,
sweet potatoes, cassava, millet, groundnuts,
vegetables and legumes. Cultivation of crops is
intensive towards the shoreline hence a source
of sediment and nutrients for algal blooms in

Lake Victoria.
Livestock rearing is also practiced where cattle,
goats, donkeys and chicken are kept.
However, climate change in the area has
affected agricultural production hence most
households are experiencing food insecurity.
This has compelled the locals to buy food from
the market to meet their food requirement.
Majority of the households land is between 1 -3
acreas (34.6%) followed by 3-5 acres (21.5%).
About 1% of the population in Gwassi hills

Figure 2.5: Landholding (acres) for Farm-households in Gwssi Hills.
Coordinated Water Towers Conservation
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owned no land (Figure 2.5)
Agroforestry has also been embraced by some farmers. They plant fast growing tree species such
as Grevillea robusta, Moringa oleifera, Eucalyptus, Markamia lutea and Croton megalocarpus. Fruit
trees grown include oranges, lemon, mango and avocados.
In terms of population, Gwassi Hills Water Tower falls within 7 administrative locations with a total
population of 89,127(2009 Kenya Housing and Population Census). Kaksingri West and Gwassi
North had the largest population while Ruma and Gembe Central had the least (Figure 2.6). The
population growth in the area stands at 2.7% per annum.

Figure 2.6: Total Population for Locations within Gwassi Hills
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The average population density across these locations is 154 persons per square kilometer.
Nyandiwa and Sindo sub-locations in Gwassi West and Kaksingri Central respectively has the highest
population density while Nyadenda sub-location in Ruma location had the lowest (Figure 2.7). Since
the livelihoods of most residents depend on fisheries and rain-fed small-scale farming, they are
highly vulnerable to environmental degradation and climate change effects. Therefore, increased
population and over 90% dependency on fuelwood for cooking and associated increases in demand
for farming and residential land has placed colossal pressure on natural resources such as fisheries,
forests, water, and land.

Figure 2.7: Population Density (persons/km2) in Gwassi Hills.
Coordinated Water Towers Conservation
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2.6 Land Cover and Land Use
The dominant Land Cover Land Use (LCLU) in Gwassi Hills Water Tower in 2018 was grassland (44%)
followed by cropland (41%) then forestland (11%).
Within the gazetted forest, forestland was the dominant cover at 41% (Figure 2.8). Grassland and
cropland covered 40% and 19% of the forest respectively. This is an indication of encroachment,
illegal logging and overgrazing.

Figure 2.8: Land cover within the gazetted forest in Gwassi Hills Water Tower in 2018

Within the 5km buffer zone, grassland and cropland each covered 44% of the area followed by
forestland at 7% (Figure 2.9). Open water covered 4% and otherland 1%. Areas under grasslands
were mainly found within Ruma National Park and Lambwe valley while forestland was an indication
of the agroforestry practices being done in the area.
26
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Figure 2.9: Land cover within the 5km buffer zone in Gwassi Hills Water Tower in 2018

2.6.1 Land Cover Land Use Trends
In the gazetted forest, the area under forestland decreased by 369 ha between 1990 and 2010 then
increased by 902 ha from 2010 to 2018 (Figure 2.10). The decrease between 1990 and 2010 was
attributed to lack of legal protection of the forest leading to massive encroachment for settlement,
agriculture and grazing. However, due to public outcry the forest area which was a trustland was
gazetted as a nature reserve in 2005 under Kenya Forest Service. This led to boundary realignment,
removal of encroachers, reforestation and rehabilitation exercise in the degraded areas. Thus, the
impact of these conservation efforts was noticeable thereafter and the forest cover increased to
1,334 ha in 2014 and to 1,964 ha in 2018.
On the other hand, grassland increased by 278 ha between 1990 and 2000 due to deforestation
then decreased from 3,152 ha in 2000 to 1,961 ha in 2018. Cropland decreased by 76 ha between
Coordinated Water Towers Conservation
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1990 and 2000 then increased by 617 ha in 2010 and afterwards it decreased by 198 ha from 2010
to 2018 (Figure 2.10). The pattern of change between grassland and cropland is due to seasonality
and reclamation of encroached areas after gazettement of the forest. However, the presence of
cropland inside the forest still signifies encroachment in the forest.

Figure 2.10: Land trends inside the gazetted forest in Gwassi Hills Water Tower

Within the 5km buffer in Gwassi Hills Water Tower, the area under grassland increased by 4,447 ha
between 1990 to 2000 due to land clearance then decreased by 10,967 ha between 2000 and 2018
due to agricultural expansion (Figure 2.11). On the other hand, cropland decreased by 3,743 ha
between 1990 to 2000 and increased by 8,626 ha by 2018. The increase in cropland and decrease
in grassland is due to intensification of farming activities in the area. Forestland decreased by 762 ha
between 1990 to 2000 because of land clearance and logging activities then it increased by 1,938
ha between 2000 and 2018 due to promotion and adoption of agroforestry practices by the locals.
Otherland (built up and bare areas) also increased by 280 ha mainly due to increased population.
28
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Figure 2.11: Land cover trends within 5km buffer zone of Gwassi Hills Water Tower

The face of the water, in time, became a wonderful book- a book that was a dead language
to the uneducated passenger, but which told its mind to me without reserve, delivering its
most cherished secrets as clearly as if it uttered them with a voice. And it was not a book to
be read once and thrown aside, for it had a new story to tell every day. By Mark Twain
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In general, land cover and land use in Gwassi Hills Water Tower cropland, forest land and other land
increased whereas the grassland reduced between 1990 to 2018 as shown in time series map in
Figure 2.12 below.

Figure 2.12: Land cover and land use trends in Gwassi Hills Water Tower (1990-2018)
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2.7 Degradation Levels in The Water Tower
Degradation level in Gwassi Hills Water Tower was mainly categorized as medium (Figure 2.13).
Medium level of degradation was majorly observed at Western section of the gazetted forest and
the Eastern side of the 5km buffer in Ruma and Kaksingri East locations (Figure 2.14). The high level
of degradation covered an area of 5,685 ha in 2018 mostly found in Gwassi East. Gwassi West and
Gwassi North locations. This is attributed to extensive farming activities in the area and minimal
vegetation cover. Within the gazetted forest, 27% of the area was under high degradation level due
to encroachment for farming and only 4% with low level of degradation.

Figure 2.13: Degradation levels within Gwassi Hills Water Tower in 2018
Coordinated Water Towers Conservation
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Figure 2.14: Spatial distribution of degradation levels in Gwassi Hills Water Tower in 2018
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Flooding of Olambwe River within Gwassi Hills Water Tower © KWTA
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2.8 Stakeholder Profiling
Stakeholders found within The Water Tower were state, non-state actors and local communities.
The non-state actors that included private organizations, Community based organizations and Nongovernmental organizations (Table 2.2).
Table 2.2: State and non-State Stakeholders in Gwassi Hills Water Tower
No

Institutions

Mandate

1.

Kenya Water Towers Agency
(KWTA)

2.

Kenya Wildlife Service (KWS)

3.

Kenya Forest Service (KFS)

4.

Kenya Forestry Research Institute
(KEFRI)
National Environment
Management Authority (NEMA)

To coordinate and oversee the protection, rehabilitation,
conservation and sustainable management of all the
water towers in Kenya
To conserve and manage wildlife in Kenya, and to enforce
related laws and regulations
To enhance development, conservation and management
of Kenya’s forest resources base in all public forests,
and assist County Governments to develop and manage
forest resources on community and private lands for the
equitable benefit of present and future generations.
Conduct forestry research and disseminate the research
findings
To exercise general supervision and coordination over
all matters relating to the environment and to be the
principal instrument of the Government of Kenya in the
implementation of all policies relating to the environment.
To support in administrative matters related to activities/
projects being undertaken in their area of jurisdiction. This
also includes conservation activities.
Undertakes overall integrated planning, co-ordination and
implementation of programs and projects in the basin

State

5.

6.

7.
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Ministry of Interior and
Coordination of National
Government
Lake Victoria Basin Development
Authority (LVBDA)
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No

Institutions

Mandate

8.
9.

Lake Victoria South Service Board
(LVSSB)
County Government of Homabay

10.

Water Resources Authority (WRA)

Contracts, monitors and enforces agreements with Water
Service Providers (WSPs)
To work in collaboration with National Government in the
protection and management of resources at the County
level
To safeguard the right to clean water by ensuring that
there is proper regulation of the use of water resources,
in order to ensure sufficient water for everyone- now and
in the future

Non-state
1.

Gwassi Hills Community Forest
Association

Management and conservation of forests from community
levels

2.

Water Resources User Association

Conservation and protection of riparian areas

3.

World Vision

4.
5.

6.

7.

8.

Support in creation of awareness on conservation and
protection of water towers
OSIENALA (Friends of Lake Victoria) Empowering Lake Victoria community in management and
utilization of its resources
Green Forest Initiative
Empowerment and sensitization on conservation of
forests, mainly in schools

Undugu Green Initiative

Youth Groups (Lambwe Young
Generation, Gongo Youth Group,
Ruge Youth Group, Ngera Youth)
Tematema woman group

Participate in Tree planting
Provision of tree seedlings and tree planting
Empowerment and conservation of forests
Support conservation through tree planting
establishment of tree nurseries

and

Support conservation through promotion of agroforestry
practices in farms
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Conservation efforts
Key activities undertaken by the stakeholders by the year under study to ensure conservation and
protection of the vital ecosystem are highlighted in Table 2.3.
Table 2.3: Key Activities by Stakeholders in Gwassi Hills.
No.

Activity

Institution

1.

Tree planting and provision of seedlings

KFS, World Vision, CFA, Lambwe Young Generation,
Gongo Youth Group, Ruge Youth Group, KEFRI

2.

Establishment of tree nurseries

Ngera Youths, Gongo Youth Group

3.

Partner with forest guards to protect forest Gwassi CFA

4.

Promotion of agroforestry

Tematema woman group

5.

Creation of awareness

Ruge Youth Group, World vision, OSIENALA

6.

Spring protection through water supply
World Vision and County Government
from the hill downstream to deter the
community from going upstream to get
water
Promote on-farm tree establishment and KEFRI
management

7.
8.
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Support in development of forest
management plan
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OSIENALA

2.9 Threats and Challenges
The following are the main threats and challenges facing Gwassi Hills Water Tower.

1. Encroachment
Encroachment is a major threat in this Water Tower. Increase in population has led to demand for
more land for settlement and agricultural expansion. This has forced people to move into the forest
to expand their land sizes hence about 23% (1098 ha) of this has been encroached for farming.
Additionally, extensive farming and poor farming practices has contributed to loss of soil fertility
hence local communities end up seeking for more productive arable land in the forest, riparian
and lacustrine areas. These have resulted to forest clearance and destruction of water catchment
areas leading to reduced river flows, drying up of rivers and springs, increased soil erosion, siltation
of rivers and unpredictable rainfall. Some of the cleared areas in the forest have Cannabis sativa
plantation. Encroachment has also been attributed to poor enforcement of existing laws to protect
the forest. Areas most affected include Kibwer, Seka, Samba, Tonga, Kisaku, Nyagwethe, Malongo,
Rangwa East, Rangwa West, Mirare and Kaksigri West.
Increased encroachment into the forest coupled with deforestation has also increased incidences
of human-wildlife conflicts due to interference with wildlife habitats. Measures that have been
undertaken to address these conflicts include:
(i) Reporting stray wild animals to KWS
(ii) Scaring away wild animals e.g. baboons and monkeys
(iii) Snaring of wild animals e.g. hyena
(iv) Reinforcement of the existing 128km perimeter electric fence along Ruma National Park
(v) Guarding of the forest boundary
In an age when man has forgotten his origins and is blind even to his most essential needs
for survival, water along with other resources has become the victim of his indifference.
By Rachel Carson.
Coordinated Water Towers Conservation
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2. Illegal logging and charcoal production
High demand for timber, building materials, firewood and charcoal has exacerbated illegal activities
within the forest. More than 75% of the houses in the area are semi-permanent and traditional
huts which require poles and timber for construction. These materials are mainly extracted from
the forest. Most local community members also use charcoal and firewood for cooking leading to
illegal felling of indigenous trees. In addition, the community also extracts forest products for sale
to supplement their household income and for making of boats. For instance, Acacia polycantha
is the most preferred species for boat making, charcoal, firewood and for building hence largely
harvested. This has led to deforestation and hence destruction of water catchment areas within
Gwassi Hills.
These incidences were highest in Rangwe East Suba East, Nyagwethe, Tonga, Seka and Malongo
Sub-locations. Other areas include Samba, Kisaku, Suba West, Rangwa West, Nyamrisra, Kibwer,
Kisuri, Kirambo, Thunga munane, Mirare, Kayombo

3. Eroded cultural values
Traditional conservation practices were widespread in areas where there were shrines and cultural
sites. These areas were mostly located inside the forest and near water catchment areas. They were
protected and conserved by the people exclusively for religious, customary and cultural activities.
These areas were in Kithereka, Kibuye, Munguza, Sindo, Kwisaka and Nyamrisra. However, due to
eroded cultural values over time the importance of these areas to the local community is declining
hence the areas are being destroyed for farming, settlement and illegal activities. These have
negatively affected water catchment areas leading to drying up of springs, destruction of wetlands
and reduced water volumes in rivers.

4. Forest fires
Majority of the communities use slash and burn methods to clear vegetation to prepare land for
planting season. Since this is carried out during dry season, fire ends up spreading to into the forest
38
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leading to forest destruction. In addition, charcoal production has also contributed into forest fires
experienced in the area. Hotspots areas include Seka, Nyatoto, Nyadenda, Samba, Nyagwethe,
Tonga, Kibwer and Malongo.

5. Weak law enforcement
Weak law enforcement and institutional capacity has contributed to illegal activities, encroachment
and overgrazing that has led to destruction of water catchment areas. There are only two outposts
in the area to survey and patrol the entire forest. One station is at Magunga, 7km away from Gwassi
Hills and second one at Sindo is serving Sindo, Gembe and Mfangano Island. In addition, poor road
network and minimal patrol resources has posed a challenge in ensuring proper enforcement of
the law on protection of the forest. This has increased forest destruction through illegal settlement
and farming, cultivation of Cannabis sativa in the middle of the forest, illegal logging, illegal water
abstraction and charcoal burning. Cannabis sativa is mainly cultivated at Samba, Tonga, Kisaku,
Nyagwethe, Seka and Kibwer.

6. Quarrying & sand harvesting
The local community practice stone quarrying and sand harvesting in The Water Tower as a source
of income. This is in Masangura, Wadianga, Kinyasaga villages in Rangwe East sub- location;
Manga, Mwirendia and Kanywongo villages in Rangwe West sub location; Roo in Kagsingiri West;
Nyangwethe; Tonga, and Sindo. Sand harvesting is carried out at the shores of the Lake and Lambwe
river. This resulted to massive degradation of land, increased flooding and increased soil erosion.

7. Overgrazing
Most local community members take their animals to graze inside the forest especially during dry
season. The small land sizes has also contributed to this as available land is mainly under settlement
and farming hence no portion is left to practice paddocking or growing of pasture. This has limited
the regeneration of tree seedlings in the area as well as destruction of trees and livestock trotting
in water sources. Hotspot areas include Kisaku, Nyagwethe, Malongo and Kibura.
Coordinated Water Towers Conservation
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2.10 Proposed Interventions
Based on land cover land use trends, analysis of degradation levels as well as threats and challenge
facing the Water Tower, the following are proposed intervention measures to ensure restoration
and conservation of Gwassi Hills Water Tower.

1. Community sensitization and awareness
There is need to sensitizes the community on the importance of conserving The Water Tower.
This will empower communities and help create ownership of the resources hence being at the
forefront to sustainably manage and conserve The Water Tower. Through this initiative, campaigns
on indigenous knowledge and cultural values in support of conservation can also done.

2. Reclamation and boundary re-establishment
Reclamation of encroached areas within the gazetted forest is paramount to ensure conservation
and protection of water sources and the forest. In addition, areas with Cannabis sativa should
be cleared and replaced with indigenous trees. Thereafter, boundary re-establishment can be
undertaken through surveying and erection of monuments to clearly demarcate the forest boundary.
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3. Rehabilitation and reforestation
Rehabilitation and reforestation of degraded areas within The Water Tower is key to ensure
restoration of the forest as well as water catchment areas. Promotion of agro-forestry within private
farms is key to increase the forest cover in the area. Prioritized areas include Kibwer, Seka, Samba,
Tonga, Kisaku, Nyagwethe, Malongo, Rangwa East, Rangwa West, Mirare and Kaksigri West

4. Strict enforcement and institutional strengthening
There is need for strict enforcement of various laws that are key in management and protection
of The Water Tower. In addition, more outposts should be created around the forest to enhance
protection through surveillance and patrols. Improved road infrastructure around the forest and
patrol equipment will also help in strict enforcement of the law. This will help flag out any illegal
activities and perpetrators.

5. Promotion of sustainable land management practices
Implementation of Gwassi Hills Ecosystem Conservation Plan will ensure the recommended
strategies towards sustainable land management practices are executed by various stakeholders.
It will reduce the impacts of poor farming practices, soil erosion, riparian degradation among
other. The plan also ensures strong linkages and partnerships for the stakeholders who implement
conservation activities such as tree planting and sustainable land management practices in schools,
community-based organizations, youth groups and women groups.

6. Promotion of alternative livelihood programs
Establishment of alternative livelihood programs such as bee keeping, bamboo, conservation
farming will reduce the pressure that is being exerted in this Water Tower. This will also reduce
Water Tower destruction due to existing competition between livelihood activities for income
generation and forest conservation.

Coordinated Water Towers Conservation
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3.0 Proposed Implementation Plan
From the analysis of threats and challenges, recommended intervention measures and profiled key
stakeholder in Gwassi Hills Water Tower, a proposed implementation plan has been developed. The
Plan has estimated a budget of KES 725 Million that will be required for restoration and conservation
of this Water Tower (Table 3.1)
Table 3.1 Proposed Implementation Plan for Elgeyo Hills Water Tower
* means budget estimated per year on continuous intervention
No.

Threat

Proposed
intervention (s)

Period

1.

Low level of
awareness in
conservation

Community
sensitization
and awareness
creation on issues
conservation on
water tower

1 year

Capacity building

1 year

Indicative Responsibility
budget
(KES) in
Million
7
KWTA, KFS, KWS,
Homabay County
Government,
Ministry of Interior
and Coordination of
National Government,
CFA, WRUA, NGOs,
CBOs
10

Expected
Outcome

Increased level
of awareness
and interest in
conservation of
The Water Tower
by community
members

KWTA, KFS, KWS,
Homabay County
Government,
Ministry of Interior
and Coordination of
National Government
Coordinated Water Towers Conservation
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No.

2.

Threat

Proposed
intervention (s)

Period

Promote
Continuous
environmental
education in schools
on conservation of
water towers
Support
Continuous
environmental clubs
in schools
Encroachment Undertake
2 years
for settlement boundary
and agriculture realignment and
demarcation of the
forest

Periodic aerial
surveillance

Periodic

Indicative Responsibility
budget
(KES) in
Million
12*
Ministry of Education,
KWTA, KFS, KWS,
Homabay County
Government
15*

KWTA, Ministry of
Education

25

Surveys of Kenya, KFS,
KWTA

20

KWTA, KFS, KWS

Expected
Outcome

Clear
demarcation
of forest
boundary
Reduced
encroachment
into the water
Mapped out
land uses
within water
tower
Encroached
areas
identified
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No.

3.

Threat

Illegal logging
for timber

Proposed
intervention (s)

Period

Reclaim and
rehabilitate
encroached areas

2 years

Indicative Responsibility
budget
(KES) in
Million
50
KWTA, KFS, KWS,
Ministry of Interior
and Coordination of
National Government,
Homabay County
Governement

Strict enforcement
of the law

Continuous

15*

Rehabilitation

2 years

12

Increase patrols
and surveillance
Fencing of the
gazetted forest
Promotion of
agroforestry in
farmlands

Continuous

35

KFS, KWS, Homabay
County Government,
Ministry of Interior
and Coordination of
National Government
KWTA, KFS, KWS,
Homabay County
Government
KFS

2 years

20

KFS

2 years

3

KWTA, KFS, KWS,
Homabay County
Government, WRUAs,
CFAs, NGOs, CBOs

Expected
Outcome

Encroached
areas
reclaimed
Increase forest
cover through
rehabilitation
and natural
regeneration
Reduced
incidence of
illegal logging
of indigenous
trees
Increased
forest cover
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No.

4.

5.

46

Threat

Forest fires

Charcoal
production
and firewood
collection

Proposed
intervention (s)

Period

Adoption of
alternative building
technologies e.g
construction using
bamboo
Promote improved
methods of land
preparation from
slash and burn
Establish and
maintain fire breaks
Develop and
implement fire
management plan
including early fire
warning systems

3 years

Indicative Responsibility
budget
(KES) in
Million
5
KFS, KWS, Homabay
County Government,
KWTA

Reduced
dependence of
forest products
for building
materials
Ministry of Agriculture, Reduction in
County Government of frequent forest
Homabay
fires in The
Water Tower
KFS, KWS
Reduced
negative impact
KFS, KWS
of future forest
fires

2 years

8

Continuous

12*

1 year

15*

Strict enforcement
of charcoal rules
and regulation
Continuous patrol
to curb illegal
activities

Continuous

3*

KFS, KWS, Homabay
County Government

Continuous

35

KFS, KWS

Establishment of
woodlots on farms

2 years

Gwassi Hills Water Tower Status Report

Expected
Outcome

Reduced
incidences
of charcoal
burning
Increased
forest cover

15

CFAs, WRUAs,
Community

No.

Threat

Proposed
intervention (s)

Period

6.

Weak
enforcement
and
institutional
capacity

Institutional
strengthening
through recruitment
of more rangers and
outposts
Increase
infrastructure such
as roads, vehicles
Recruitment of
community scouts
Promote improved
livestock breeds
Introduce of fodder
crops
Establish and
implement grazing
plans

Continuous

Indicative Responsibility
budget
(KES) in
Million
10
KFS

3 years

50

KFS

Continuous

10*

1 year

14

2 years

10

6 months

7

KWTA, KFS, Homabay
County Government
Department of
Agriculture
Department of
Agriculture
KFS, CFAs, WRUAs

7.

Overgrazing

Expected
Outcome

Improved
conservation
and
management
of water
towers
Reduced
illegal
activities

Supervised
and
controlled
access into
the forest for
grazing
Reduced soil
erosion and
compaction
Reduced
destruction
of young tree
seedlings
Increased
forest cover
Inproved
animal
products
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No.

Threat

Proposed
intervention (s)

Period

8.

Over-reliance
on natural
resources
leading
to overexploitation

Promote of
alternative sources
of livelihood such
as improved fishing
gears, bee keeping,
biogas

5 years

Promote adoption
of alternative
energy sources
making of
briquettes

3 years

Indicative Responsibility
budget
(KES) in
Million
50
KWTA, KFS, KWS,
Homabay County
Government

Expected
Outcome

Community
nature-based
enterprises
established
Increased
forest cover

35

KWTA, KFS, KWS,
Homabay County
Government

   Alternative
source of
energy
adopted
Reduced
firewood
collection
and levels
of charcoal
burning

Implement
of ecosystem
conservation plan
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Continuous

20*

Increased
forest cover
KWTA, KFS, WRA,
Ecosystem
Ministry of Interior and conservation
Coordination,
plan developed
and being
implemented

No.

9.

Threat

Quarrying
and sand
harvesting

Proposed
intervention (s)

Period

Promotion of
agroforestry in
farmlands

2 years

Strict law
enforcement
and community
engagement on
sand harvesting
Promote sustainable
sand harvesting and
quarrying
Establish and
implement
county by-laws on
management of
sand harvesting and
quarrying
Ban illegal quarrying
and sand harvesting

Continuous

Continuous

1 year

Indicative Responsibility
budget
(KES) in
Million
15
Department of
agriculture, KWTA, KFS,
KWS, Homabay County
Government, NGOs,
CBOs
10*
Homabay County
Government, NEMA,
KFS, KWS, KWTA,
Ministry of Interior and
Coordination
5
Homabay County
Government, NEMA
6

Immediately 1

Homabay County
Government

Homabay County
Government, NEMA

Expected
Outcome

Increased forest
cover

No illegal sand
harvesting
and quarrying
activities
Sustainable
sand
harvesting
and quarrying
Improved
water
turbidity in
rivers
Illegal quarrying
activities in the
river stopped
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No.

Threat

Proposed
intervention (s)

Period

10.

Landslides

Rehabilitation

2 years

Terracing

3 years

20

Strict law
enforcement and
apprehending
criminals
Mapping areas with
bhang
Removal of bhang
inside the forest
Conducting
regular patrols and
surveillance (ground
and aerial)

Continuous

10

KWTA, KFS, KWS,
Homabay County
Government
KFS, KWS

1 month

5

KFS, KWTA,

2 months

20

Continuous

15*

KFS, Ministry of
Interior
KWTA, KFS, KWS,
Homabay County
Government

11.

50

Growing
of Bhang
(Cannabis
sativa)

Gwassi Hills Water Tower Status Report

Indicative Responsibility
budget
(KES) in
Million
15
KWTA, KFS, KWS,
Homabay County
Government

Expected
Outcome

Increased soil
vegetation cover
hence reduction
in magnitude of
landslides

Cannabis
sativa
removed

No.

Threat

Proposed
intervention (s)

Period

12.

Poor of
coordination
and
governance
structures

Facilitation of
conservation
committees

Continuous

Implementation
of Ecosystem
Conservation Plans
and monitoring
plans

5 years

Promote adoption
of sustainable
land management
practices such
as terracing,
agroforestry

2 years

13.

Unsustainable
land
management
practices

TOTAL BUDGET

Indicative Responsibility
budget
(KES) in
Million
10*
Ministry of Interior
and Coordination of
National Government,
KWTA, KWSNEMA,
KFS,WRA, County
Government of Nakuru
50
Ministry of Interior
and Coordination of
National Government,
KWTA, KFS,WRA,
NEMA, KWS, County
Government of
Nakurur, CFAs, WRUAs
20
KWTA, KFS, WRA.
CFA. WRUA, Homabay
County Government,
Ministry of Interior
and Coordination of
National Government

Expected
Outcome

Improved
governance
structures and
well conserved
water tower

Sustainable land
management
practices
adopted

725
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4.0 Conclusion and General Recommendation
Gwassi Hills Water Tower is among the few hills in Homabay County that is critical source of water
for domestic, irrigation and industrial use as well as Lake Victoria. However, the hills are degraded
mainly due to encroachment for settlement and agriculture, illegal logging, charcoal burning,
overgrazing and weak law enforcement leading to forest destruction and hence reduced water
volume as well as drying up of springs and rivers. Therefore, there is urgent need to conserve and
protect this ecosystem through implementation of the proposed interventions which will require
estimated budget of KES 725 Million. In addition, implementation of recommendations made in
this report will require a multi-stakeholder approach to ensure restoration of health and resilience
for Gwassi Hills Water Tower.
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Appendix I: Springs found within Gwassi Hill Water
Tower
No.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
21.
22.
23.
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Spring

Location

Status

Mirungu
Mbengenye (Kibura)
Nyabwacheche
Thunga mnane
Owuor
Osiri
Nyakasera
Usuruwe (Suruwe)
Okeno
Kipasi
Musege
Kithereka
Omonyo dero
Kanyabwago
Agulu kitworo
Gongo
Onyende
Muriu
Mukisi
Nyamatogo
Kayola
Okerio
Rwachavu

Gwassi West
Gwassi West
Gwassi West
Gwassi West
Gwassi West
Gwassi North
Gwassi North
Gwassi North
Gwassi North/East
Gwassi East
Gwassi East
Gwassi Central
Gembe Central
Gembe Central
Gembe Central
Gembe Central
Lambwe East
Lambwe East
Lambwe East
Lambwe East
Lambwe East
Lambwe East
Lambwe East

Seasonal
Permanent
Permanent
Permanent
Seasonal
Seasonal
Seasonal
Permanent
Permanent
Seasonal
Permanent
Permanent
Permanent
Seasonal
Seasonal
Seasonal
Permanent
Permanent
Permanent
Permanent
Permanent
Permanent
Permanent
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No.

Spring

Location

Status

24.

28.

Nyamragori
Kiseme
Kisuri
Riru
Unanda

Lambwe East
Lambwe East
Lambwe East
Lambwe East
Lambwe East

Permanent
Permanent
Permanent
Permanent
Permanent

29.

Rongo

Lambwe East

Permanent

30.

Sokobiro

Lambwe East

Permanent

31.

Soko oyamo

Lambwe East

Permanent

32.

Got nyasumbi

Lambwe East

Permanent

33.

Soko oluoch

Lambwe East

Permanent

34.

Kasuka

Lambwe East

Permanent

35.

Seka sogo

Lambwe East

Permanent

25.
26.
27.
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Appendix II: List of preferred tree species for
rehabilitation and their uses in Gwassi Hills Water
Tower
No.

Use

Local Name

Common Name

Botanical Name

1.

Charcoal

Ogongo

Falcon’s claw acacia

Acacia polycantha

Alii

White thorn acacia

Acacia seyal

Omokonge

Grey haired acacia

Acacia gerrardii

Othoo

Desert date

Balanites aegyptiaca

Alaktar

Red thorn

Acacia lahai

Kuth atharo/

Yellow fever tree

Acacia xanthoploea

Kango

African wild olive

Olea africana

Powo

Fig tree

Ficus spp

Omukoma

-

-

Omusangura

African ebony/jackal berry

Rhus vulgaris

Omubotha

Miraa

Catha edulis

Omaange

Cape pappea/Jacket plum

Pappea capensis

Ochol

Diamond leaved euclea

Euclea divinorium

Omukende

-

-

Lusina

Leucaena

Leucaena leucocephala

Ochol

Diamond leaved euclea

Euclea divinorium

Omukoma

-

-

Omusangura

African ebony/jackal berry

Rhus vulgaris

Omubotha

Miraa

Cartha edulis

Kango

Africa Wild Olive

Olea africana

Omaange

Cape pappea/Jacket plum

Pappea capensis

Omukende

-

-

2.
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Firewood
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No.

3.

4.

Use

Local Name

Common Name

Botanical Name

Firewood

Othoo/Desert date

Desert date

Balanites aegyptiaca

Alii

White thorn acacia

Acacia seyal

Omurabero

-

-

Sangla

Natal rhus

Rhus natalensis

Ogongo

Flat topped acacia

Acacia abyasinica

Amuchuma

Falcon’s claw acacia

Acacia polycantha

Mathari

Spike thorn

Maytenus senegalensis

Omokonge

Grey haired acacia

Acacia gerrardii

Bao/ndege

Blue gum

Eucalyptus spp

Omwalo

-

-

Omubotha

Miraa

Catha edulis

Siala

Markhamia/Nile tulip

Markhamia lutea

Powo

Fig tree

Ficus spp

Kwogo

-

Lannea spp.

Omuguta

-

-

Ngo’ngo

Marula

Sclerocarya birrea

Amuchuma

Falcon’s claw acacia

Acacia polycantha

Obuda

Cypress

Cupressus spp.

Siala

Markhamia/Nile tulip

Markhamia lutea

Mikiu

-

-

Bao/ndege

Blue gum

Eucalyptus spp

Obuda

Cypress

Cupressus spp.

Ober

Mimosa/silk tree

Albizia coriaria

Building/
construction

Timber
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No.

Use

Local Name

Common Name

Botanical Name

5.

Herbal
medicine

Singutu

Arrow poison tree

Acokanthera schimperi

Jandarusi

-

-

Nyalwet kwach

-

-

-

Aloe vera

-

Ogaka

-

-

Ondati

-

Vepris nobilis

Alii

White thorn acacia

Acacia seyal

Mathari

Spike thorn

Maytenus senegalensis

Ober

Mimosa/Silk tree

Albizia coriaria

Chamama

Yellow oleader

Thevetia peruviana

Ochuoga

-

Carissa edulis

Ochol

Diamond leaved euclea

Euclea divinorium

Abaki

East African greenheart

Warbugia ugandensis

6.

Fruits

Sangla
Ochuoga

Natal rhus
Simple spined num-num

Rhus natalensis
Carissa edulis

7.

Pot making
and drawing
on houses

Cactus

Cactus

Cactus spp.
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